
  



The Prospect of Hong Kong Produced Pop Music 
A. Introduction 
In recent years, some have expressed their concern towards the development of the Hong Kong music industry, worrying 
that it is “dying”. This project will explore the prospect of Hong Kong produced pop music (HKPPM). HKPPM refers 
to songs which appeal to the public and are produced by resident producing units in Hong Kong. They mainly include 
but are not limited to Cantonese songs. Both favourable and unfavourable factors will be investigated, from various 
perspectives such as demand and supply factors based on second-hand information, interviews with lyrics writer Kevin 
Fong and singer Sandy Ip, and a survey we did with 170 responses. All the graphs below are based on the results of our 
survey. After that, a conclusion will be drawn.  

B. Prospect examination 
 
1. Favourable factors 
 
1.1 Ways of dissemination  
With the advanced technology nowadays, there are more ways for singers to disseminate and promote their music. In 
the future, we can expect more channels for audience to access music. 
 
1.1.1 Online streaming platforms 
From Figure 1, about 55% of the interviewees revealed that they 
reached new releases through online streaming platform while nearly 
70% of them have had updates through YouTube. It shows that 
YouTube is a popular way of dissemination. For example, the song 
長相廝守 by ToNick reached 12M views on YouTube. This makes 
new releases more accessible to the public, allowing people to listen 
to them whenever and wherever. 
 
1.1.2 Social media 
Nowadays, many singers have Facebook, Instagram, Weibo and other forms of social media platforms. This is a way 
for them to update their status and interact with fans, pulling their distance closer. When they post photos, texts, or even 
broadcast live, they can gain “likes” and “shares” to boost their popularity on social media, so more people know more 
about them and stay updated about the singers’ releases and special events. This will lead to an increase in potential 
listeners of their music.  
 
1.2 More ways to enter the industry 
Online streaming apps such as JOOX and KKBox hold platforms for people with potential to showcase their talent 
through different singing or songwriting campaigns. For instance, Joey Thye won over netizens’ interest with her debut 
single that was featured on YouTube’s HeartBeat Station and was thus noticed by The Voice Entertainment Company, 
who later signed a contract with her.1 This shows that online streaming platforms play a role in increasing potential 
artists’ exposure. Thus, more new blood could potentially be attracted and drawn into the industry in the future. 
 
1.3 More opportunities  
Singers can perform in more programmes and festivals to increase their exposure to the public, while novices have more 
opportunities to enter the industry. 
 
1.3.1 Local opportunities 
 

a) Government funded 
There are several government funded opportunities for local music singers. For instance, CreateSmart Initiative by the 
government. It funds the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry Ltd to hold “Live Tube” concert once a 
month to nurture novices without a contract and offer them opportunities to perform. The government also invites local 
singers to perform at festivals and carnivals. Many local singers like Dear Jane, per se, and JW were invited to the Hong 
Kong Dragon Boat Carnival over the past few years, as mentioned by Ms Sandy Ip. Besides, the government institute 
CreateHK also launched “Ear Up Music” record label creation and incubation program to empower young Hong Kong 
music talents. 

                                                
1 戴祖儀, Wikipedia 

Fig. 1 Ways of reaching new releases 



b) Privately funded  
JOOX will hold shows for local singers so that artists can increase their source of income and promote themselves. 
“Every Life Is A Song”, a scheme launched by local music producers Vicky Fung and Yiu Fai Chow, recruits talented 
music producers to produce a tailor-made song for a particular person. The song will then be sent to music companies 
which can buy the song if they like it. This provides new producers a chance to be known by companies and increase 
their opportunities. 
 
1.3.2 Opportunities in China 
While Hong Kong has seen a music market saturation, China sees a music market boom, with a total revenue growth 
of 35.3% in 2017, according to the Global Music Report 2018.2  In response to China’s market growth, Hong Kong 
music producers have increased their production of songs in Mandarin, by over 10% from 2005 and 2015.3 If Hong 
Kong music producers produce more songs in Mandarin, HKPPM may be able to capture more market share in the 
global music market in the future. 
 
2.  Unfavourable factors 
 
Despite that there have been more and more ways of 
dissemination for music producers, both the supply and demand 
of HKPPM has been decreasing. Nowadays, the number of 
suppliers of HKPPM is declining. In addition, citizens are losing 
interest in local music and the development of other related 
industries is declining too. The equilibrium quantity of 
HKPPM drops dramatically - the number of HKPPM produced 
plunged from 1354 songs in 2005 to 669 songs in 2015, by more 
than 50%.4 HKPPM market is expected to shrink continuously.  
 
2.1 Why supply for HKPPM decreases  
 
2.1.1 Operating cost of independent music producers 
Both fixed cost and variable cost of producing HKPPM has been rising in the recent years. An increase in production 
cost will result in a drop in supply, contributing to the shrinking market. 

 
a) Fixed cost 

The rental cost of studios has been increasing since there has been inflation in the past 40 years, as mentioned by Mr. 
Fong. For instance, using 2016 as the base year, the implicit GDP deflator has increased from 42 in 1980 to 105.5 in 
2018, showing that there is drastic inflation.5 The inflation rate is generally higher than the increase in income of music 
producers, so their real income decreases and the purchasing power of money they have decreases. Along with the 
increase in price of most commodities, the real rental price of flats and studios have also greatly increased. They 
therefore spend more on fixed cost. This has become an obstacle for many music producers.  

 
b) Variable cost 

Variable costs, especially promotion cost, have rapidly increased. It has been increasingly difficult for music 
producers to promote their songs even if more channels of promotion are available, as said by Mr. Fong. Now traditional 
music media such as radio shows, TV programs and TV advertisements have reduced HKPPM’s exposure to the public. 
Unlike in the past, there are fewer music programs, and they are no longer broadcast during the golden hours. Also, of 
the types of AM/FM radio programmes citizens listened to most often, music programmes only account for 10.8% in 
2015, slipped from 14.7% in 2010.6 Yet, new forms of promotion, including social media and online streaming platforms, 
are passive – they require audience to search and click themselves. Some people may also be influenced by new media 
and turn to foreign music, diverting their attention away from HKPPM. Both the numbers of radio listeners and TV 
audience drop while new channels have a relatively smaller public exposure to the traditional media up till now, so 
overall music audience will fall in number.  

As songs are mostly in the same price range, record labels underscore non-price competition in which promotion 
is of utmost importance. With their heavy reliance on promotion, variable cost will increase drastically as promotion 
cost soars.  

 
                                                
2 Global Music Report 2018, Annual State of the Industry, IFPI 
3 2005 v.s. 2015．香港樂壇十年比, 香港樂評 HKmc² 
4 Refer to footnote 3. 
5 National Income (2018), Census and Statistics Department, HKSAR Government 
6 模擬聲音廣播服務牌照續期 公眾諮詢報告書 (2016), 通訊事務管理局 

Fig. 2 Impact of decreasing supply and decreasing demand on the HKPPM market 



2.1.2 Entry barrier 
 

a) Talent required  
Individuals need to be more all-rounded in order to be competitive enough to join the industry, as commented by Mr. 
Fong. Many singers nowadays are originally composers or lyrics writers. This reflects that many companies nowadays 
value all-rounded singers to save cost in recruiting and training additional producers to write songs, since the cost of 
human capital investment is high. It incurs both huge monetary cost and time cost to do so and it is uncertain that the 
producer can be successful so to record labels, and hence the full cost is extremely high. As the qualification required 
to join the industry is inflating, potential music producers are discouraged from entering the industry. It is expected that 
there will be less music producers in the future. 

 
b) Income 
i) Payment Method of Hong Kong Music Producer 

The payment method of music producers is mainly piece rate, where income under piece rate is often unstable. 
On the online streaming platforms, the income per hit is low. For instance, lyrics writer Kit Wong received only $12.21 
for 130k hit rate in total on different streaming platforms like JOOX and Spotify. Also, for every 10k hit rate, lyrics 
writers may not even be able to receive only $1 on these platforms.7 

The unstable and low income reduces the incentives for music producers to stay in the industry, leading to a 
higher turnover rate. It also discourages people with potential from entering the industry, as the opportunity cost of 
being a music producer which is the income forgone from other jobs is high, as other jobs have a more stable income. 
The unstable income is often insufficient to make a living, and this prompts music producers to leave the industry or 
even prevents them from entering the field, resulting in the reduction the supply of music producers. The number of new 
music producing units releasing their first songs has decreased from 27 in 2005 to 9 in 20158, implying that there have 
been less music producers entering the industry. The number is expected to decrease continuously in the future unless 
there are significant changes in their income. 

 
ii) Stream Ripping 

With the rapid advancement in technology, Hong Kong 
people can obtain songs through stream ripping.9 

Music allows concurrent consumption, that is more people 
can listen to the same song without reducing the amount available for 
others. Plus, stream ripping turns online music into non-exclusive in 
consumption as it is difficult and costly for music producers to 
exclude non-payers from listening. Thus, HKPPM becomes a public 
good, which reduces the income producers can potentially gain from 
the music they have published.  

It creates external benefit which causes inefficiency. When 
people download songs from YouTube music videos illegally through 
stream ripping, the benefit of posting music videos online goes to 
pirates other than the music companies and the music companies receive no compensation in return. At the private 
maximizing output level, the marginal social benefit is larger than the marginal social cost. As the private maximizing 
output level is smaller than the efficient output level, underproduction and deadweight loss exist. 

The sales volume of HKPPM record or CDs has dropped 80% within 10 years, from 927M in 1995 to 207M in 
2005. After 2005, it dropped to around 140 million in 2015. One of the factors that contribute to the decrease in sales 
volume is undoubtedly stream ripping. This leads to a further drastic drop in the income of producers, the small amount 
of money they receive may not be able cover the cost they have spent on the production of their music, hindering their 
prospects in the future. 
 

                                                
7 KK Say (2018), 13 萬點擊率填詞人收入只得$12.21！香港做音樂全靠一團火 , U Lifestyle, 
8 2005 v.s. 2015．香港樂壇十年比, 香港樂評 HKmc² 
9 Stream ripping: stream ripping sites create an audio file from an audiovisual work that is only licensed for streaming (such as a music video) and provide users 
with a permanent download without paying the artists or record companies. (Global Music Report 2018, Annual State of the Industry, IFPI) 

Fig. 3 External benefit 



2.2 Why demand for Hong Kong produced pop music 
decreases  
 
2.2.1 Existence of substitutes for HKPPM due to 
globalisation 
With the increasing extent of cultural globalisation, music 
from other places such as K-Pop, Western music and 
Taiwanese music are spread to Hong Kong, and it is easier 
for local citizens to reach music of other culture. They have 
become substitutes for HKPPM. As a result, the demand 
for HKPPM is decreasing, contributing to the shrinking 
market. 

 
From Fig. 4, we can see that the older the age groups is, the 
higher the proportion of people listening to HKPPM. For 
example, only around 20% of the respondents aged 12-20 year 
old listen to HKPPM, and around 80% of the respondents aged 
51-60 year old listen to it. This trend is alarming as when time 
goes by, the majority of people will be listening to music in 
other places instead of HKPPM. From Fig. 5, as much as 57.7% 
revealed that they have changed their preference from HKPPM 
to other pop music. The main reasons are the diversification of 
genres/themes (Fig. 6 and 7) and the quality of HKPPM: 
 
 

  

   
 
 

a) Diversification of genres/themes 
The theme and genre of HKPPM is getting 
monotonous. In 1980s, the theme ranged from romance 
to everyday life, in a variety of genres, be it blues, 
country, or jazz. The three dominant sellers in the 
market tend to produce love ballads instead of 
introducing other types of music as they would like to 
maintain the status quo by producing music that has 
always been accepted by the public. Therefore, 
HKPPM nowadays centres around love ballads, mainly 
in R&B style. On the contrary, theme and genre of 
foreign pop music are more diversified, including 
electronic, acoustic and hip-hop. As people easily get 
tired of repetitive items, it is likely for them to turn to 
other music instead. According to Fig. 8, around 60% 
of them agreed that the HKPPM is strictly limited to 
romantic songs. Therefore, the lack of product diversification in HKPPM leads to a drop in its demand. 
 
  

Fig. 5 Percentage of respondents changing from HKPPM to other pop music 
 

Fig. 4 Percentage of respondents listening to different kinds of music 

Fig. 6 Reasons of respondents not preferring HKPPM Fig. 7 Reason of preference of non-HKPPM 

Fig 8. Diversification of HKPPM 



b) Quality of HKPPM 
Many people think that quality of HKPPM has been decreasing; 
this can be seen in different aspects such as the melody and 
lyrics. Based on Fig. 9, respondents generally agreed that the 
previous songs are better in terms of the lyrics, melody and 
impression. Many older songs have been regarded as classical 
masterpieces and are still sung by many local citizens over 
generations. For example, Beyond’s Boundless Oceans, Vast 
Skies10 is popular for its representation of Hong Kong citizens’ 
eagerness for freedom. It is often regarded that the melody and 
lyrics nowadays are not creative, and that similar musical 
arrangements are used for every song. Also, with globalisation, 
the different styles of foreign music have attracted many Hong Kong people, but from their viewpoint, there are no 
significant breakthroughs in Hong Kong’s development in the music industry, so people may think that HKPPM cannot 
catch up with the trends. This results in a decrease in demand for HKPPM.  
 
2.2.2 Development of other related industries  

Music industry is highly related to the film industry, as pointed out by Mr. Fong. As a result, along with the 
decline in the Hong Kong produced TV and movie industries, HKPPM related to these industries are also declining, 
making HKPPM as a whole more difficult to sustain. 

In 80s-90s, the movie and industry in Hong Kong thrived. Hong Kong produced movies like Internal Affairs11 
and its theme song was popular among Asians, and still remain as hits nowadays, contributing to the development of 
HKPPM. However, in later years, the production of Hong Kong produced movies and its influence on people have 
decreased. The number of Hong Kong produced movies have decreased from 165 in 1992 to 48 in 2007 and the box 
office of these movies have fallen by more than 82% from 1992 to 2007.12 Along with decline in Hong Kong produced 
movies, there is a spillover effect on HKPPM. The popularity of theme songs decreases, so does the demand for HKPPM.  

For TV dramas, in 80s-90s, famous composers like James Wong and Joseph Koo composed many popular 
catchy songs, including 上海灘 which was awarded Platinum Record in Hong Kong. However, less people watch TV 
drama nowadays so theme songs have a smaller influence on the public. The most-viewed TV drama in 2008, 溏心風

暴之家好月圓, had an average of 2.28M views while that of the most-viewed TV drama in 2017, 同盟, was only 
1.82M.13 The decline in views shows that TV dramas’ theme songs have less exposure and influence on the public, 
leading to a decrease in demand for HKPPM as a whole. 

C. Conclusion & Recommendation  
Against these backdrops, the unfavourable factors far outweigh the favourable ones since there is a decrease in 

both demand and supply of HKPPM. New ways for entering the industry and an increase in opportunities do encourage 
the entry of music producers to the market to a certain extent, but their continuous survival is not guaranteed. With an 
increase in production cost of HKPPM and unstable income from producing songs due to low demand and stream ripping, 
it is hard for these new music producers to continue their production. With the drop in demand, these factors result in 
an unsustainable development of HKPPM industry. Unless there are attempts to change the current situation, the 
prospect of HKPPM is gloomy. If the problems mentioned above can be addressed and opportunities are grasped, there 
may hopefully be a chance to improve the situation. Therefore, we have the following recommendations. 

As mentioned above, artists suffer from music copyright infringement, which jeopardize their new releases or 
worse, their career in long term. The government or record companies can set up monitory systems to identify any 
infringing activity or contents, which impedes illegal sharing and protect artists’ productions and creativity. This 
undoubtedly helps secure their income. Apart from this, the Arts Development Council14 can also include pop music 
producers as eligible applicants in its fund scheme, so as to increase their sources of capital.  

The music producers, on the other hand, can try to produce songs with diversified themes and genres while 
preserving local characteristics, so as to catch up with the global trend of diversifying genres and attract more people to 
listen to HKPPM, and reduce their need to find substitutes for HKPPM.  

Even if the prospect of HKPPM is gloomy, it is hoped that different stakeholders can put in efforts in help 
preserving and developing HKPPM. If so, the situation may be ameliorated.   

                                                
10 海闊天空 
11 無間道 
12 葉月瑜 (2010), 後回歸香港電影的產業與內容變化：一個市場化視角的分析, 當代電影 
13 無綫電視劇集收視列表, Wikipedia 
14 Ourvocie (2015), 廣東歌風光不再 忌盲從促資助, 仁聞報,香港樹仁大學新聞與傳播系的學生實習刊物,   

Fig. 9 Change in quality of HKPPM 
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Appendix:  
 
1.1 Interview Transcript (Interview with Mr. Kevin Fong)  
 
 
1. How would you define HKPPM? Is HKPPM strictly restricted to Cantonese songs? If Hong Kong artists go to 
other place to continue their career, will their songs be considered as HKPPM? 
 

The target is the public or teenager. There are different genres prominent the industry in different decades, for 
example, Cantonese opera, English songs and Cantonese songs which were translated from Japanese songs. 
 

a. Famous artist GEM is based in Hong Kong but she developed her career in Mainland China. Are the 
songs produced by GEM considered as HKPPM? 

 
That singer may change one’s style to adapt to a certain regional culture. Yet, some famous artist, e.g. 

are Beyond, Leslie Cheung are too popular that Cantonese pop music had spread to other regions. As GEM’s 
songs are not popular in Hong Kong, only mainland people buy her album. An example is that if I co-operate 
with a producer and she cooperated with me in Beijing for something like a movie with budget $500-800 million. 
Our song was in the final round, but wasn’t chosen. At last the movie chose some English songs and we were 
angry. Even if it is produced by Hong Kong people but focus on mainland, it cannot be considered as Hong 
Kong-produced music. Yet, we looked back. Although most of the Hong Kong-produced songs are romantic 
songs, but the quality is better than those produced in mainland. Mainland pop music only emphasize how the 
melody and lyrics can leave a deep impression but not those at spiritual level. 

  
2. How do you think of the development of the HKPPM? From what perspectives will you analyze the 
development of the HKPPM? 
  

Firstly, it is more difficult to survive and develop now. The number of well-known singers has been decreasing 
since the late 00s. 

Next, the promotion cost is high. It is hard to come up with new ways of promotion. In the 90s, there are many 
promotion through various ways, such as TV dramas and advertisement with the star effect, etc. The coverage of the 
captive audience was wide and it was more profitable. The popularity of the advertisement and TV dramas also last 
longer. However, there are fewer theme songs nowadays. The demand for finding stars to be the promotion ambassadors 
decreases, so the songs for the promotion ambassadors decreases. Also, the advertisement are in various forms, so not 
many of them need advertisement songs. In addition, people nowadays seldom watch television. This makes the songs 
from the TV drama are less influential. To add on, the influence of the traditional media has been weakening. Teenagers 
are also our target group. 

Then, the foreign cultural influence is great and the “competitions” between foreign music and local music exist. 
In the 80s, many Cantonese pop music are arranged from the Japanese pop music, for example, Alan Tam’s “Forget 
You Not”. In the 90s, the local composer stopped arranging the Japanese songs. IN the 00s, the Korean pop music started 
to dominant the Hong Kong op music market. 

In terms of the form of the music carrier, it changed from gramophone record to cassette, then CDs and DVDs 
and later the high resolution files. In the 90s-00s, illegal forms of media such as, CDs and DVDs, are combatted, which 
protect the interest of singers. Nowadays, you can own almost all the songs without paying. There are legal channels, 
such as online streaming platform and YouTube, illegal channels, such as download from illegal websites. The sources 
of income of the artists in Hong Kong is more limited now. 
 

a. The Internet is a fair medium and can facilitate the export and import of music. However, why does it 
fail to benefit Hong Kong pop music but helping foreign music to spread? 
 

When I was young, Japan pop songs were very popular. Actually Hong Kong popular singers had 
exported their songs to other places like Japan and Taiwan. Yet, it is common that people will like the imported 
things more. Hong Kong citizens had listen to Hong Kong op music, though. For example, they chose Japanese 
drama over Hong Kong drama as they think it is very new but that doesn’t mean Hong Kong drama is worse. 
People like to compare things and there is always a trend to dominant people’s thought. Sometimes, when people 
are tired of watching A they will turn to B. 

Hong Kong people will affect the development of music. For example, in the 00s, the theme songs of 
TVB drama were still presentable and quite popular (although it is still worse than 80s). Moreover, the lifestyle 
of the citizens will affect the development of the Hong Kong pop music. If the people have purchasing power, 



they will be more willing to spend money on enjoyment of life. Nowadays, people watched less television. 
There are fewer chances for songs to be heat. In the 90s-00s, there are Cantonese theme songs for Japanese 
animation. Yet, there are fewer theme songs nowadays as there is no budget for a/an animation/movie to make 
a Cantonese song. 

  
3.  Someone said that “Hong Kong Pop is dead”, what is the rationale of the statement? 
 

Actually not only the public but also many famous singers, such as Wong Ka Kui also commented that the 
influence of the Hong Kong Pop music is less significant than before. The statement is further verified when more and 
more famous Hong Kong artist died. For example, Wong Ka Kui who is a representative of Hong Kong Rock n Roll 
band, Beyond has said there is only entertainment but no real music in Hong Kong. Even if you are a musician, you are 
generally identified as a celebrity or star. People focus much only the popularity but not the artists’ music. At first, 
Wong Ka Kui played a wide variety of songs but slowly his development was limited by the genres accepted by the 
Hong Kong people. Many producers and artists also encounter the same challenges. In order to earn a living, they tried 
to produce songs which are in favour of the local citizens. However, a place where the development of music is mature 
should have a wide variety of music being accepted by the general public. For example, the pop music in Hong Kong is 
mainly about love as it is the mainstream and many people can reflect and have resemblance. The development for 
Beyond is already good as the topic of their songs include family, friends and spiritual reflection. In addition, before the 
foreign culture cast a great influence on Hong Kong, there are many local movies. However, there are fewer local movies 
nowadays. Therefore, the joint supply of the local music decreases. There are more foreign music, such as Korean and 
Japanese pop music are imported. 
  
4. Why most of the songs are love song? Does the quality decline? In what aspects?   
 

This is because the preference of the audience. In the 80s to 90s, there were more drama theme songs which 
were more related to the theme of drama. Therefore, there was a wide variety of songs and it is at the period where the 
Cantonese pop starting to pop in Asia. For example, the lyrics of Sam Hui’s songs include many Hong Kong popular 
slang. Then, the economic development of Hong Kong is very rapid and people had more money. People did not care 
much about the pop music and the so the concern of the citizens was the lavish lifestyle. Then, the citizens also concerned 
much on the appearance of the artists instead of their music. Therefore, in the near days, those Hong Kong singers only 
focus on their appearance instead of their singing skills. 
 
Commercial activities 

When the artists released an album, they only care if the album can maintain their popularity and can earn much 
profits. They do not care much about the audience’s preference.  In the previous days, selling CD can selling much 
profit. However, people can download the songs online. It is hard for the artists to make profit. Therefore, they have to 
organize more shows. Yet, Hong Kong is lack of stadium. This makes it more difficult to make money unlike the foreign 
countries with big stadiums. The foreign singers can earn more money and have more resources being allocated to them 
to produce a better show. Assume can that the selling price of an album is $120 and Eason Chan can sell approximately 
7000 albums. He can only earn about $800 000. The income of the producers are then further limited. 
  
5. Does the HKPPM imitate the music from other place in terms of the quantity and the new incomers?  
 

Singers nowadays also write songs and lyrics, so the risk of introducing a new people is really high. However, 
after incurring high cost and much time, the singers may not be popular. For example, AGA originally is a composer 
and now is a singer and songwriter to save the human resources used. The singers don’t care much about image as long 
as you can produce and sing songs. Will it make less people enter? Yes. many people 80s 90s didn’t care whether can 
write song or lyrics as long as you can sing it well → now need all rounded people to save money for company. When 
I work with singer who are talented, we cannot do some simple things because of the high cost. We need more value-
added for more opportunities. 

Many people want to enter the industry but they have already been deceived by the entertainment companies. 
Before they enter the industry, they need to pay the entertainment companies to buy a package and that probably cost 
more than $1 million. 
 
6.  Market structure: 

a. Is the market dominant by the 4 Big Companies? 
 

The four companies are not really dominating the market. You need to be famous and talented to stay 
in the pool.  If the firm is not on a large scale, it is hard to continue the business and survive in Hong Kong. 
Many superstars are in the big firms, such as Eason Chan as they support local music to make songs and they 



have great strategies to sell songs. They can first collect songs on a global scale, such as, Japanese songs, and 
sell to other countries. 

 
b. Is it hard for the individual music producers to develop? 

 
I do not think that it is harder for the independent music producers to develop in the industry because 

of the Big Four companies. Instead of making it harder for independent music producers, it gives the individual 
music producers some space and make some medium/small-sized producing companies survive. 

  
c. Is it hard to enter the industry? 

 
There are many people entering the industry buy also many of them leaving. We considered those have 

ways to have jobs regarding writing songs/ lyrics and singing as those who enter the industry. If you just write 
a song for your girlfriend/ boyfriend, I don’t think that is considered as entering the industry. You need to 
produce songs with market value in order to enter the industry. If the entertainment company give them some 
demo and sell it, this can be considered as entering the industry. Nowadays, there are less than 400 songs being 
produced each year in Hong Kong. Therefore, it is hard to find a position in the industry and it is more difficult 
to enter the industry. If you use traditional way to sell songs to people, it is also hard. For example, I had a 
situation that “We will buy your song, but only your melody” Yet, I had already done the lyrics and melody, 
they just had to find a director. I couldn’t find a reason that they need to buy the songs separately. “If I buy both 
songs and lyrics, then what does my team worth,” they said. When you sell to him eventually, he may just 
charge a little of your songs and claim this is what you worth. They will lower the cost to make songs. They 
think that they can also sell it, why do they need to bother what I’ve written in the lyrics. They just need to find 
some people to make the song again and the total cost will be cheaper. Their also need to pay their own teams 
Therefore, it is hard to get into the industry. But the other way round, independent music producers can develop. 
For example, some people can do busking/sing on street/ on the internet to gain popularity. Now there are some 
very talented people signing contracts with the big companies, thinking that they can produce their music. 
However, this actually “kills” their survival chance as the companies don’t let them produce their music or some 
sign them but ask them to be an actor/actress. 

There are many opportunities for composer and lyrics writer but not the arranger. Though I think the 
arrangement of songs is the song’s most important part. When a song is released, people only focus on who 
sings and who writes the lyrics, but don‘t really care much about the one who arrange the songs. Yet, the fair 
arrangement can make completely change the songs. However, they are the most underpaid. There are more 
competition between composers, so I would like to position myself as a lyrics writer. 

  
d. Nowadays, many people are listening to Cantonese songs, like love songs, but the music market of Hong 

Kong is being described as small. Why? 
 

In the recent 30 years, the Hong Kong pop songs are mainly love songs and this makes people to get 
bored easily. Yet, in recent years, the quality of the songs is decreasing. One reason is that the pace of the Hong 
Kong citizens’ lives is fast. The pace of some love songs are “very fast. Compared to the love songs in the 80s, 
which are very slow. Now even Joey Yung’s love songs are fast. It is hard to have something inspiring and 
spiritual to irritate the people. Thus indirectly makes the songs not so inspiring to leave a deep impression in 
people’s mind. I think this affects the situation. 

Also, when you are watching a Korean TV drama and you listen to the theme song, you can picture the 
song and have a much deeper feeling. Yet, in Hong Kong the melody of many songs are very similar. Even 
those who do not know much music theory can also acknowledge the similarly of various songs. When they 
listen to more of them, they would say “they are still the same thing”. Hence, the quality of the songs and lyrics 
are decking. There are also less topics and themes for the songs. 

  
e. Why some songs are getting popular? 

 
This is because they are not the mainstream themes. For example the songs 喜帖街, people think that 

the songs are able to express something not usual. Although it is also about relationship stuff, but it also talks 
about social reconstruction and local characteristics, so this is what makes it special. But the problem is what 
does Kay Tse do after this song? Though there are some other renowned songs such as 山林道 with some new 
themes, but most of her songs are still romantic songs. 

  
f. Is the turnover rate high? If so, is it because of the income? 

  



Firstly, it is true that it is hard to make a living. No matter how passionate a person is, if you can't make 
a living, u have to leave. This is a very sad but true face. There are many people attaining the 8th grade in 
various musical instrument. Its percentage is the highest in the world and this shows that there are so many 
people know and play music. Yet, the trend in Hong Kong, along with the decline of the movie and TV industries 
and the tough situation faced by the artist is even more severe than you can imagine. If you fail to find money, 
you must leave and this is the main reason. 

Also, there is only entertainment industry but not music industry in Hong Kong. Long Siu Kun wore a 
mask previously as her appearance cannot attract people. Of course, if artists are all rounded then its good, but 
now hk people’s requirements towards the industry is so unclear. You have to be able to sing as well as have a 
good look, it is really hard. Even if u do find someone like this, he/she may not be willing to endure hardship. 
Maybe I can find another job with tens of thousands salary, why do I need to bother to join the industry. Not 
many stars in TVB can earn a living but they work very hard and devote much time. They cannot be famous 
and their passion towards the industry fades gradually. There is only 1 broadcast company left but Viu TV is 
better than TVB interns of the quality as they are more serious. The artists, composers, lyrics writer can go to 
ViuTV to develop, so it’s a good news comparatively. Yet, it is still very hard for an artist. They could hardly 
earn a living and they are always judged by the public for their music. For example, some artist was seen to eat 
fish balls by the public and paparazzi and they are said to be impolite and unsophisticated. 

  
g. If we really need to improve the industry, what can we do? 

  
Before, the development of movie industry in Hong Kong was quite good. The theme songs of the 

movies are therefore more popular. 
However, if you’re talking about long-term development, the government can support the industry by 

constructing a larger performance venue? For example, Cheung King Hin sings 6 concerts and joey Yung sings 
30 concerts. If the performance area is larger, 6 concerts can already earn a profit. Then, more efforts can be put 
into music production. The government should support the local culture as well. 

We have encountered some challenges now. The Hong Kong government suppresses the local ideology 
and culture. Yet, culture is most effective measure to unite people and raise moral awareness. The Hong Kong 
government doesn’t want you to preserve local culture, but of course, something like the Yue drama would be 
preserved. Yet, more cultural stuff like Cantonese are not well protected by the government. For example, many 
primary schools use Mandarin to teach Chinese. Politically if you want to crush a nation, you need to crush its 
language first. Therefore, it is hard to anything that the Hong Kong citizens don’t do. 

However, there are more opportunities available now as many online platforms break this restriction. 
In the past, there are advertisements featuring singers singing songs. Nowadays, the advertisements feature 
KOL/YouTubers. But if the YouTubers/ KOL know how to sing and produce music, then it can also be a way 
out. 
  

h. So KOL’s existence is good or not good to the music industry? 
 

KOL has no direct competition with music producers, but their existence can be used as a reference as 
we can learn their way of making a living to overcome the challenges right now. Social media is now in the 
form of O to O (online to offline). You listen to many songs in my channel and when I have a certain number 
of followers, I would open a concert/ cooperate with cafe and draw people to buy tickets. This can be a new 
way out. Yet, if there is someone who really has the passion to change the industry, then he/she might as well 
consider this new method. 

  
i. What makes people stay in the industry except for their passion, even when they are facing challenges? 

  
Indeed, there are not many opportunities. Many people, like me, stay to accomplish their goals or 

mission. If you don’t do it, no one will, and the culture will get lost.  We can combine our work and enhance 
our ability to stay in the industry. There are opportunities, but you have to endure the hardships before that. If 
you fail to do so, your only choice is to leave the industry. Many people who does not a full-time occupation or 
are very wealthy do no need to worry about making a living, so they do this. 

  
j. How to make more people to enter or change the industry? 

  
In fact, it is quite hard. Nowadays, Hong Kong people focus on finding money and doing investment. 

The social norm is that we value money and we concern less about the culture. Eventually, the cultural things 
will be neglected and forgotten. 



When the economy is poor, everyone has no money. There is a direct relationship. Yet, it takes time for 
the culture to fall. For example, before the 1997 handover, the ICAC really handle the cases related to gun. My 
university mentor, who work in the Hong Kong exhibition centre, said that people come to Hong Kong rather 
than other places despite that there are many other good venues. This is because there is ICAC and rule of law 
in Hong Kong. These are important as the development of a place depend on the fairness of the environment of 
the competitions. Yet, there is more and more corruption being disclosed (eg. MTR). You need many years to 
solve the problems. Though culture can increase the quality of people and moral standard, people nowadays do 
not want to focus on cultural stuff. The society now only emphasizes on the amount of money earned and the 
power. People therefore give up on music and art related subjects.  

The industry can only be changed if and only if the people changed their mindsets, like how the Japanese 
did after the economic bubble. They realized that buying flats isn’t that important. But in Hong Kong, we do 
not have such expensive things. There must be some incidents that make people awakened to realize this. Like 
in Taiwan, people will respect and value those who try to preserve the culture and art. Hong Kong people 
nowadays like to listen to songs without paying. Only those who listen to high-end songs are willing to pay and 
some die-hard fans buy expensive equipment, such as BAP and play their songs there. Yet, the problem is how 
to make the general public to respect music producers. The movies and songs nowadays are made and threw 
into the pool for people to choose. This is a very passive phenomenon, indeed. When you get popular, people 
will think that you make a lot of money, but the fact is you may not even have the minimum wage. When you 
complete the songs, you don’t know when you can get the money back. Maybe someone buys it after you leave 
the industry and you only get little money back. Therefore, we need to let more people to know that music 
producers sacrificed a lot of time and effort and make them appreciate the music producers. 

 
k. If we do not have money, what can we do? 

 
Crowdfunding is only a kick start, but the problem is how to operate or sustain. There are talented 

people, indeed.  People thought that investing money is already a solution. Yet, this is not the truth. When there 
is no more movie or drama, what can u do to continue? Is it just holding numerous concerts? There is fewer and 
fewer opportunities for us to make a living. Even if the government gives the people money to support the music 
industry, then what will happen after they finish using the money? They still need to survive. 

 
7. Can the online streaming platform, like Spotify, JOOX and KKBox increase the survival rate of the HKPPM? 
What are the advantages and disadvantages? Do the advantages outweigh the disadvantages?  
 

Their existence won’t make the room for development smaller but the change in the music carrier media will 
reduce the income of music producers. Although they can allow an easier access to the music but what about the profit 
of the music producers? A song has lots of copyright like lyrics, compose and arrangement. Different parts have different 
profit shared with the company. In the past, a news producer can only receive $12.5 even though the news have numerous 
views. Yet, can the fame earn them more than $12.5?  The problem now is that even though you are known by many 
people, it does not necessarily imply that you can earn much money. 

 
a. How can Spotify help the music producers to earn money?  

 
It is very similar to the YouTuber. The higher the hit rate, the higher the profit. First of all, the sources 

of income of Spotify are from the advertisement, membership fee and the integration of various business. This 
can give sound effect to users for better quality of music. 

 
b. How the income of a song divided? 

 
It is divided by the agents. For example, it is divided based on a certain percentage of profits earned by 

a large number of clicks. Although the profit earned is very little, it is better than nothing. This is because other 
than Spotify, there are other illegal channels to download the songs. Though Spotify will not directly affect the 
room for development of the music industry, it can increase the sources of income of the music producers. 

  



1.2 Interview transcript (Interview with Miss Sandy Ip) 
 
1. What is the entry barrier or problems of the individual music producers? 
  

We need to find job opportunities, transport and sponsors and do make-up by ourselves. We need to bargain 
with our customers for better condition, especially when they raise some unacceptable conditions. 
  
2. Is crowdfunding popular? Does it help a lot? 
 

Crowdfunding can help many artists. For example, the album, Ends and Conundrum, is also crowdfunded. In 
the recent years, crowdfunding is not that common but there are many artist use crowdfunding in Hong Kong. If you 
want to make professional CD, crowdfunding is a good choice. Firstly, it can guarantee that someone would receive the 
CD. The minimum amount for making the CD is 500, which is actually quite a lot in the market. This is because people 
nowadays use apps like JOOX, MOOV, etc. instead of CD. If there is a market where people can use $100 something 
to support your CD and you can have return before you release the album, it really do us a favor. If the individual music 
producers do not have lots of capitals and have no professional means to produce the CD, they use their own money to 
produce an album in the home studio. Actually, it is a market and many people is involved. 
  
3. Can the apps (Spotify, JOOX, KKBox etc.) help promote songs? 
 

Yes, they can help to promote the songs. The first reason is that the apps will have their own platform interface 
place advertisement that are free of charge, probably because the admins like the songs. For example, JOOX is the apps 
with the largest capital investment among all apps. They will organize shows to promote the apps, such as they will find 
local artists to perform in the Harbour City. The show can bring promotion effect and it is another source of income. 
  
4. Do the government / organizations support? 
 

Yes, they support. The first type is that the government organizes events and invite performers. For example, 
the annual performance in Tai Po and the Hong Kong Tourism Board invites various teams to the performance for the 
annual Hong Kong Dragon Boat Carnival. The second type is the subsidized activities. For example, we have joined the 
Ear Up Music which is organized by a foundation funded by the government and the government allocate their resources 
to support the members of the programme. 
  
5. Per se is a duo band.  Is there any difference between you and other music producers in terms of the 
development? 
 

There is not much difference. There are couples singing the covers of other artists. Besides, there are more job 
opportunities. For example, on the Valentine's’ Day, the Ming Pao find to have a love show as they want something 
related to the Valentine’s Day. 
 
 
6. What is your target audience? 
 

Our target is the university students to those who are 35 years old as we think that they are approachable.  
 
7. Do your unique melodies and themes of music bring any new opportunities?  
 

There is nothing special. Each individual music producer has their own characteristics. Only the big companies 
follow the mainstream like the musical elements before. Nowadays, music and daily lives are highly related. For 
example, Jing Wong likes to drink alcohol, his company will help him to find jobs which are related to alcohols. For 
example, the sports centre like to find artists who like to do sports to have crossover. Comparing to the big companies, 
the nature of the audience is different. I think that the audience they attract are who listen to many songs and look for 
the spiritual things in music. The artist may not have many advertisements and have a low popularity but these are 
unimportant to the artist and they care about playing music. The audience the big companies attract are those who first 
look at your appearance then your choreography. 
  
8. What is your thought towards the Hong Kong music industry? Is Hong Kong music industry dead? Do we only 
listen to foreign music? 
 



Because of globalization, all music should be spread all over the word. Hong Kong is not an individual body. I, 
myself, represent my music. We should not use the geographical location to limit ourselves. I don’t really think that the 
foreign music is more melodic. 
  
9. Does the unstable income an entry barrier? 
 

Yes, indeed.  It is really the matter of timing and opportunities. It can’t really be planned ahead. Other than 
shows, we will also have some side jobs to stabilize our income to make a living. Everyone has their own goals. For 
example, some of my friends only want to have a family and a stable life. 
  
10. Does HKPPM have anything unique? 
 

First of all, it is difficult to write lyrics for Cantonese songs. Next, Hong Kong stress much on the lyrics. When 
I was young, I didn’t really pay attention to the lyrics. The trend nowadays is the ore people will look at lyrics. The 
responsibility of the lyrics writer is greater now. Then, though Hong Kong is a very small place, the people are strong 
in protecting its unique culture. 
  
11. Do we have enough new blood? 
 

Yes, indeed. Firstly, it is easier to enter the industry now as we have various programmes now. For example, 
the programme, “Every Life Is A Song” recruited talented people from each field to create music or write lyrics. They 
formed teams and there were talks being organized to them. Then, they were asked to do different jobs. Sometimes, they 
were asked to write a song to a specific audience, such as the elderly. The demo will then be sent to big companies like 
Warner Brothers and Universal Studio. The big companies can buy the copyright of the songs if they like them. The 
second reason is that the definition of entering the industry is blurry. For example, I made my debut in 2013 but maybe 
people listen to my songs recently and think that I was just new to the industry. 

 
12. There are many songs about love. Do you think that the topic of the songs in Hong Kong homogenous? 
 

Yes, therefore I want to challenge those who listen to songs because there are many possibilities and love is just 
a small part. The reason why there are many love songs as the crazy fans are the secondary and university students. 
They do not need to work but a role model. They are curious about love and many of them have not encountered a heart-
breaking relationship. Therefore, there are lots of love songs to attract them. However, there are still other topics. For 
example, Ellen Joyce Loo has once written songs about environmental protection to raise the public awareness towards 
the issue. 
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